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(b) Attempr alt questions.
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1. (a) Discuss the operational objectives of
logistics. How can they contribute to the
achievement of a logistical mission ? 2A
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2. (a)

(b)

OR

What is relationship marketing in Supply
Chain Management ? Explain SRM,s
{Supplier's Relationship Management) role
in Supply Chain Management ? 20

Discuss how technology platform shifts
have made supply chain IT system more
effective ? 10

{b) Discuss the merits and limitations of the
method of least squares for forecasting.

10

OR

{a) How does protective packaging facilitate in
the fulfillment of logisticat objectives ? 1O

(b) Discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of public and private warehouses.

(a) Discuss the role of inventory management
in retail logistics. 10

(b) Describe the various techniques used for
controlling inventory with their merits and
demerits. 10

2



OR

(a) What do You understand bY

"multimodal transPortation

4LO4

the term

" ? Give

10

transPortatron
10

L2

examPles and exPlarn'

(b) Discuss about various

modes in detail'

4. (a) Explain in detail about Supply Chain

Integration and l\4easurement of Logistics

Performance.

(b) Should all major retarling & manufacturing

companies switeh to RFID {Radio Frequency

Identification). WhY or whY not ? 8

OR

Discuss the concept, span and process of

integrated Supply ehain Management

(SCM) in the competitive environment' 12

How does ERP faeilitate the improvement

of logistical decision making ? I

P.T.O.

(a)

(b)
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5. Write short note on any two of the following :

LOx2=2O

(a) Supply Chain Metrics
(b) Third Party Logistic Outsourcing
(c) JIT
(d) Buli WhiP Effect
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